THE HISTORY OF POWER & MONEY

See it on channel 95 & on YouTube

JULY 2021

Its Impact on Today’s Jobs & Careers

New Bedford has a rich history in whaling and manufacturing but how can that help us with the skills needed with manufacturing in green/blue economies, global logistics, public sector analysis, international online retail, virtual healthcare and the technological engineering skills required to take part in the big wind developments facing us? Join the conversation online COMING SOON.
Meet the Young Graduates of Eworkstyle Institute’s ACCESS Community Fellows Program

Ariadna Sofia Contreras-Roig: ACCESS Thesis, Emotional Intelligence
Jessica Melbourne: ACCESS Thesis, Influencers & Innovators
Tylor Felix: ACCESS Thesis, Blue & Green Economies

These young, creative and bold minds are this year’s graduates and proof that the future of work will be innovative, exciting and profoundly different. 2021 ACCESS Fellows are sharing what they see emerging in jobs and careers, and are harnessing the opinions from our expert community of advisors. We invite you to view their year-long research position papers and listen to this vigorous discussion filled with insight from some of our most powerful community advocates as they talk across industries about changing the course—and face of—Power & Money.